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Grad Studies Dean
Prepared for Year
Manuel Franco

Marcos Martinet

A paramedic ambulence leeves with an lnjut'fld driver of a car that crashed Into a UPS truck at
Yale and CentTIII Tuesdey afternoon.
According to witnesses the injured driver ran a red light,
and police report finding an open beer container In the car. The UPS driver was unhurt.

Minority Students Serviced
This is the conclusion of a two
part feature about organizations
offering services to minority
students. Part one appeared in
Monday's issue of the Daily Lobo.
Chicano

Student

Services,

located at ISIS Roma N.E., offers
academic counseling along with
information and help with ob·
tainillg financial aid.
The center also has information
on other colleges, especially for
graduate work.
The center's phone numbers are
277-5020 and 277-5503. Its hours
are from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The center also houses
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
De Aztlan (MEChA), a student
group that deals with Chicano
student issues on and off campus.
MEChA also tries to recruit high

school students to attend UNM.
MEChA President Emili Jon
Gonzales says that while Chicanos
make up 36.6 percent of New
Mexico's population, they make up
only 23 percent of UNM's undergraduates and 14.8 percent of
UNM's graduate students.
Most Chicanos who attend
college quit after the first semester,
she says.
One reason for the poor
academic showing by Chicanos,
Gonzales says, is becuse there is no
interest on the part of teachers and
staff in Chicanos' problems.
MEChA's job is to help with those
problems, she says.
For more information, call
MEChA at 277-3944.
Estudiantes Organizados Por La
Cultura, a student group that deals
more with organizing cultural

.events .such as art exhibits and
dances, is also located in the
Chicano Student Services Center.
The group's president is Donald
"Ace" Samaniego. Their office
number is 277-2748.
Recruitment of Chicanos into
law school and defending the rights
of Chicanos in the law profession is
the job of the Mexican American
Law Students Association.
MALSA's phone number is 2776420.
The Hispanic Engineering
Program recruits Hispanic students
to the College of Engineering and
helps them with problems they may
haveatUNM.
Program Director Peggy Maestas
says the program offers academic
advisement, counseling, free
tutoring and helps Hispanic
continued on page 6

Anthro Gets Down to Earth
Indiana Jones' celluloid search
for the lost Ark of the Covenant
and a continuing barrage of
pseudo-scientific. films and books
on anthropological themes have
created a new public interest in
anthropology and archaeology.
Many misconceptions about
anthropological
methods
and
concerns have grown through the
mass media, largely because most
professional anthropologists have
ignored the public's fascination
with the subject, a University of
New Mexico professor said.
Dr. Jeremy Sabloff, chairperson
of VNM's anthropology department, said he and his colleagues
want to change the practice of
anthropologists
communicating
only with other anthropologists, by
writing research for both
professional and general audiences.
"We would like to replace the
pith helmet, bullwhip image of
archaeologists searching for golden
'idols with one which is more ac•
curate. It may not be as romantic as
the movie image, but it is just as
exciting/' Sabloff said.

He said the UNM anthropology
department is offering courses that
are not professionally oriented for
students of anthropology and the
general public.
Among these is a new undergraduate course on major
contemporary issues in anthropology like creationism versus
evolution and the nature of the
scientific point of view, he said.
"We're trying to bring an·
thropology closer to modern
concerns in our study of the past,
present and future of the human
race," Sabloff said.
Sabloff said the department is
broadly based in the major
specialties of the discipline to bring
a better understanding to the
public.
Best known for its Latin
American and Southwestern
scholarship, Sabloff said the
department has great breadth in
social, biological, . medical . and
linguistic anthropology; and ar·
chaeology, with faculty working in
E.urop,e, , J.ndia, A.fdca J!'lcJ . tht;: .

Arctic as well as in New Mexico and
Latin America.
Recently teams of UNM anthropologists and students have
done field work in the swamps of
Belize, Honduras.
While there they have been
studying the ancient agricultural
methods of the Mayans.
In southern France, teams were
looking at upper Paleolithic sites.
Near Socorro a field school has
been examining pre-Spanish and
early Colonial habitats.
Sabloff .is considered one of the
world's top experts on Mayan
,archaeology . and archaeological
theory, heading a department of 28
professors who, along with four
other professors, have written
textbooks and conducted research
in areas ranging from cultural
anthropology and genetics to
primate studies.
He cited a few examples of
current research. Dr. Caroline
Bledsoe, an assistant professor of
anthropology, has received Ford
Foundation and National Science
con,tlf!UtldOf!Pfl9tJ.'!

"I was just traveling through,"
Charlene McDermott says, "and I
fell in love with it."
"It" was New Mexico.
McDermott, new dean of
Graduate Studies, says she spent
five or six years "bumming around
a lot" while teaching at universities
in Hawaii, Wisconsin, California
and Washington state before
visiting this state for the first time.
That was in 1970.
McDermott became a professor
of philosophy at UNM, then
associate dean of the Graduate
School, and since June, Dean of
UNM's Graduate School, the first
woman dean at the school.
''The student body here is such
an interesting mix," McDermott
says, "I love the change of seasons
here ... (and) the bigness of the
place."
"And when the city gets to be too
much, you can go backpacking in
the mountains . . . or go fishing,
more easily than in California or
Arizona, although they are great
places also."
McDermott says she hopes being
the first woman Graduate School
Dean "may give other women a
role model" and may ''make it
easier for women to be deans in the
future without worrying about
being 'women' deans!'
"People have been encouragingly
cooperative
and
helpful,"
McDermott says, "My male
counterparts have treated me
graciously and as a human being."
McDermott made a summer tour
of other graduate schools in the
region. The other schools served
"not as a role modelbut for ideas.
''We
need
some
new
ideas •.• and to look at certain
aspects of our policies.
"I want to see it (the school) to
become one of the top 25 (graduate)
schools in the country," McDermott said, "I want a much higher
level of communication between
faculty and students."
"I want it to be a university, not
just a collection of colleges isolated
from each other," she says.
UNM has continued growing
"just because of the way the
population flows into New
Mexico," McDermott says, "I
want to make the Graduate School
an attraction (for more people) •
.• almost a natural resource."
McDermott graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania, did her
graduate work at the Universiy of
California at Berkeley and has done
postdoctoral work in Europe and
Asia.
McDermott
still
teaches
philosophy and is also head of the
Asian Studies Program.
"I love it," McDermott says
about her job, "lt has the potential
for putting a lot of life into
graduate programs."
"On this level, l believe one can
be more involved with students
than as a teacher. Having the ability
to change things for the better
attracted ·me to the job,"
McDermott says.
McDermott says she has talked to
the Albuquerque Chamber of
Commerce and other parts of the
communitY abOut job openings for
UNM graduate students.
"I. think too many of our

graduate students go out of state (to
work)," she says.
The school is sponsoring a lecture
series this year as well as more
in t e r dis c i p lin a r y s t u dies '"
McDermott says,
The Graduate School has also
started the process of reviewing all
of its programs over a five year
period. McDermott says that the
school constantly reviews its
programs in five year cycles and
this is the first year of a new cycle.
''We hope to eventually
modernize all our programs,"
McDermott says.
Besides pHilosophy, McDermott
is also intensely interested in
languages. She can speak Italian
and English and can read seven
other languages; Sanskrit, Tibetan,
Latin, Dutch, German, French and
Spanish.
McDermott says the reason she
learned to read so many languages
is she would rather read documents
and papers in their original
languages. Papers frequently lose
some meaning when translated, she
says.
McDermott's love of ••the ab·
stract mathematical structure in
languages" carries over to music
"because of its structure," she
says.
McDermott plays piano, occasionally composes music and
"was once very interested in
dance," she says.

Charlene McDermott
Gt'Bduate Studies Dfllln

Being a philosophy professor
does help McDermott with her
duties as dean, she says.
"Philosophy is the traditional
mother of all sciences,'' she says.
"It encompasses all disiplines so it
gives one a broad overview of
things.
1
~lt (philosophy) helps one with a
sense of being what you need to
be •.• and also helps with empathy," McDermott says.
McDermott says one future goal
of the Graduate School is "to
maintain rigorous standards of
education, but not so rigid as to be
an obstacle course to students. We
must strive to make standards
rigorous enough so when you get a
degree,jt w!l! Jllea.n.s.~ll}~t.hjl)g.:~ ~
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Titanic Found In Undersea Photos
ABILENE, Texas - Studies of
underwater photos taken in the
latest search for the Titanic snow
the ill-fated ship's propeller and
may prompt a third attempt to.
board the vessel next year, expedition leader Jack Grimm said
Tuesday.
Grimm, whose crew admitted at
the end of this summer's expedition
they had not found an iutact ship,
said careful study of the color
photographs taken on the floor of
the North Atlantic "definitely show

a propeller of the Titanic."
Grimm said the propeller, about
16 feet in diameter, is still attached
to wreckage of the White Star liner
that struck an iceberg and sank
April 14, 1912, killing more than
1500 people.
Grimm said he and his associates
were encouraged enough by the
photographs to consider another
venture next summer in the hope of
actually entering- the wreckage and
searching for the fortune in gold
and jewels said to have been stored

in the purser's safe.
"I'm more confident now than
ever that we can accomplish our
objective now that we have located
the ship," said Grimm, an oil
millionaire who funded the expedition that tried to locate the ship
the last two summers.
He said his next expedition may
utilize the Aluminaut, a deep-sea
submersible that carries a crew of
two and already has been tested
successfully at ocean depths of
15,000 feet.

Dentist Repossesses Dentures by Yanking
IDABEL, Okla. Dentist
Curtis Brookover, angry with a 53year-old patient's refusal to pay for
her dentures, went to her southeast
Oklahoma home and yanked them
from her mouth.
The Idabel dentist was bitten on
the finger during the struggle for
the $600 dentures and Lee Ann
Stoval of Bethel contends the
lighting dentist bruised her kidney.
She is taking her case to court.
Getting the dentures back wasn't

easy, Brookover recalled Monday.
Brookover, 38, said the woman
refused to pay for the dentures
because of a small misalignment.
He said he offered to have another
pair made, but the extra work
would add $50 to tile $600 price.
He said he opted to take the
matter into his own hands instead
of going to court and risk damage
to his reputation, even though he
expected the "jury to vindicate
me.'~

"She bit as hard as she could,"
he said. "When I pulled my finger
back out, the teeth came out."
To hear Mrs: Stoval tell it,
Brookover chased her, threw her to
the groun!l and then "dug" her
teeth right out of her mouth.
"He came up here and attacked
me viciously," she claimed.
"I did not bite him," she said.
"He's a nice, big-sized man and
he's strong. I've only got one
kidney and I'm weak."

Stock Market
Report

I
I

in international markets. Gold
was lower.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. exchanges and over the counter
totaled 61.1 million shares
compared with 53.5 million
traded Monday.
The Dow Jones Industrial
The
American
Stock
Average, which plunged 20.46 Exchange Common Stock Index
points Monday to a 13-month shed 1.31 to 351.21 and the price
low, gained 1.72 to901.83.
of a share dropped six cents.
On the trading floor, Cities
But the broader-based New
York Stock Exchange Index Service, mentioned the past
surrendered .34 to 72.58 and the several months as a takeover
price of an average share candidate, was the most active
decreased 15 cents. Declines NYSE-listed issue, up fiverouted advances 1256-345 eighths to 61 3/8.
among the 1900 issues traded.
On the Amex, declines routed
advances
525-141 among theSIS
Big Board volume totaled 50
issues
traded.
Volume totaled
million shares compared with
6.4
million
shares
compared
46.8 million traded Monday.
with 5.5 million traded Monday.
Dome Petroleum was the
The bond market, which fell
to a record low Monday, most active AMEX issue, up I
steadied. The dollar was strong 1/8 to 161/2.
NEW YORK - Despite a late
rally in Dow Jones Industrial
Average Issues, the stock market
generally suffered a broad loss
Tuesday as Wall Street pondered
the course of interest rates and
inflation.
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Home of the latest in Broiled Food andjhe Homemade Sweetroll

BREAKFAST

~
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(Served with whole wheat toast, margerine & jelly)
No, 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ........ , ............. $2.49
No.2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast .... , .............. , .... $1.99

.
I

~::! ~~~ ic?c?,Sha~bs~r~'::'s"& ~~~~~t.:::::: ::: :::: :::::::::::::::: :::: ::: ::::: : ~~ :~~

I
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No. 5 PAN CAKES (4) .................................•. _. _........... __ •..... $1.35
No, 6 HUEVOS llANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla & toast ............. $1.99
No.7 WESTERN OMLETTE, ......••.............•............. - .••............ $2.85
three eggs, green chili & cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea Untilll a.m. With Any of The Above Breakfasts

I
I
I
SIDE ORDERS
I r::s~c:~::s·:::: .$:~~ g;:c!~~ ·.::::::: .$:~~ ~=~~n:.,~~~h!i~~s;pf>r:;s~:;f ~a-~i~.:::::::: .$:;~
Western Stvle . . .95 Toast & Jelly . . . . . .40
Extra Blue Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15
I. Onion
Rings .......70 Jelly ............. 05
Tomatoes (3 slices) ...•....•............•.. 15
............35 Crackers .......... 05
American or Cheddar Cheese ................20
I Beans
Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .50
Green Chili or Chili con Carne (1 oz.) . . . . . . . . . .15
1
1
TakeOutonAIUiems

I
I

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Lobo Louie
\Vants You!

LADIES NICiHT

to he the Lobo Mascot
contact Kim Elam
at ,\1 umni Office

every Wednesday
fram 5 p.m. till cia sing

Ladies -aet & Games far $1.DD

277-1;808

before Sept. 2, 1981

All ather players 5 Games far $1.00

DNICiH
Game World the Largest Game Room
in the University Area.
Across from UNM
in between
Newsland & Don Pancho's

Bill McCai9
55
ln Cancert'!
at the SUB
Raam231D&E
7:DDp.m.

Yes we are
Air Conditiohed
with stools

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
II
I
I
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I

No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, & onion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 1.20

SANDWICHES
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce & tomato ...
HAM, LETIUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing ...........
BACON, LETIUCE & TOMATO same as above .........................
EGG, LETIUCE & TOMATO same as above ............................

Open 7 days a week
9 a.m. til when ever the machines let us go home
II

THIS CDULD CHANGE
YDURLIFE!
~-MARANATHA CHRISTIAN CENTE:H._,.
tBD& Sitma Chi NE
Phane: 247-!1!1!1!1 ar 2&B-DD37 ar 255-442&

'•
I

$.85
1.35
1.35
1.05

MEXICAN FOOD
No. 7TACOmeat,cheese,letfuce&tomato •...........•..........•.... $.75
'No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce & tomato ...................•...... 65
No.9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce & tomato ......•................. 2.19
BEEF with Chili Con Carne, cheddar cheese & onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHill STEW, cheddar cheese & onion
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese & onion
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco & beans .........•.•..•.•..... 1.99
GREEN CHILl STEW cup (6 oz.) bowl (1 0 oz.) ................ 59
.99
Cup

Bowl

PLATTERS
6 OZ. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground round, Tel<as toast, French fries or hash browns with salad. , •••• , $2.69
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Hickory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 island, onion, French fries & salad 2.19
5 oz. RIB EYE STEAK-USDA Choice Te)!astoast, French iriesor hash browns with salad ••• • •• 3.99
CHEF SALAD with choice of dressing, lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, ham &egg • ••••• • •• 2.59
VEGETARIAN SAlAD lelluce,tomafo,cheddarcheese&eggs •••• ,. • •• , • , •• , ••• 2.39

I
.I·1
I.
1I'

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
1
DRINKS
I
COFFEE ..•.•....•...•.....•..• $.29 .35 .45 · SOFT DRINKS
$.40 .50 .65 -.. •I
I HOT TEA ...••.••.•••.. ·· . . . . . • • • .2 9 .35 .45 ICE TEA • . • . • . . . • . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . .35 ,50 .60
5 ......... ""'"'

coke, dr, pepper& 7

247-4120

...

~b
«'fl,,.q,"'(/J,..e

I

Spiced or herbal tea • • . . . . • . . • . . • .35 .40 .45
HOTCHOCOLATEorAPPLECIDER .40 .50 .65
MILK .....••..•. , . , . , •.....• , , .. , , , ..40 .70

up~ •••

LEMONADE ...••.•..• • •.....•... • . • . . . . . •70
JUICE orange,apple,tomato&grapefruit •••••• 45 .60 .85 .·
SHAKES chocolate, strawberry & vanilla • , • , •••• 50 ,75 .95 _

II
1
1
I
~~@~l?~~·~ ROLL.62
6-packfrozentolls2.99
I
~-~-----------~----------~
....

~~

.................... ,.,f
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The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Presents

The Text of Light
By Stan Brakhage

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Life And Related Subjects
Dave Barry
Syndicated Coumnist

Wednesday 8 p.m.

One of America's most prolific independent filmmakers uses
extraordinary effects to provide a complex visual subjectivity
to his film.

other c.ountry, remember this rule: The farther
east you go from England, the more dangerous
and generally foreign rhe countries get. France is

Everyone should travel abroa.d. Traveling
abroad is an excellent way to meet other
Americans traveling abroad and Jearn interesting
facts about foreign persons, such as how much
they expect you to tip.
Many people feel they cannot afford to travel
abroad, and as a result spend their vacations here
in the boring old United States, usually at theme
parks. Theme parks are places with names ending
in °land, 11 ''world/' 0 park,"and so on, as in 11 0lde
European Adventure and Animal Land World
Park." Theme parks are supposed to resemble
exotic, foreign countries everybody speaks
English and the only visible industries are food
concessions and mechanical devices that turn you
upside down: The idea is tnat you're supposed to
take the kids and spend the dsy eating and being
turned upside down, then drive home with strong
feelings of togetherness and stomach discomfort.
Well, for just a few thousand more dollars, you
could travel abroad, to a real foreign country with
real foreign people and .real foreign diseases. But
you have to prepare. The best way to prepare is to
not read travel articles in newspapers and
magazines, The problem is that travel writers
usually get everything free, so they almost never
say anything bad about the countries they visit,
even the real rat holes. They write stuff like this:
"If you're looking for an inexpensive vacation
that takes you off the beaten track, consider
visiting tiny Rhumba Tuan Wok, an almost
unknown island paradise off the coast of
Southeast Asia. Your romantic adventure begins
the moment you arrive, when you discover your
taxi to the hotel is not a car, but an elephant! In
fact, cars are banned altogether, as the natives
firmly believe in preserving the traditions of their
ancestors. lhe unhurried pace of their centuriesold lifestyle is only one of the charms of this
enchanting land-''
This is all Travel Writer's Code. If the travel
writer had to pay for the trip personally, the way
the rest of us do, the article would say:
"Are you fond of filth 7 Do you genuinely like
the idea of stumbling into six-foot-high, insectridden piles of elephant dung whenever you
venture outside? And how do you feel about
people who serve you raw reptile heads for dinner
and, on religious principle, never wash the left
sides of their bodies? I mean never. Well, if these
things appeal to you, then you'll love Rhumba
Tuan Wok, but for God's sake take weapons and
snake repellent.''
But you'li never see this kind of honest travel
artiCle, so you'll have to do your own research. I
advise you to consult a map of the world. First,
locate England. England is a good place to visit,
because you can usually find lots of Americans
there and even the English people speak some
English. These two factors pretty much compensate for the food. If you want to visit some

Students- 81.50

okay, because the French are never there and
wouldn't talk to you even if they were, But not far
past France you run into Russia, which, judging
from the accounts .in the New York Times, is the
most boring country on Earth; and after that you
have China and Japan, where most people cannot
even write properly, let alone speak English; and
after that you have California. So your best bet is
to stay close to England.
Also, you should avoid tourist attractions,
which tend to attract tourists. My wife and I once
went to a tourist attraction: the Blue Grotto,
which is a famous grotto on the Isle of Capri, in
Italy. When we went there, we didn't even know
what a grotto was, but all the guide books said we
should go because the sunlight filtering through
the water gave the Blue Grotto an air of unearthly
beauty. What the .books did not say was that the
Blue Grotto is a dank, dark cave., and the only way
you can get there is. in tiny boats controlled by
squat, sullen men who have memorized in·
comprehensible guide speeches; and that
whatever unearthly beauty the Blue Grotto
possesses is very difficult to see when you are
sitting in the dank, bluish gloom, terrified that you
will capsize and drown and the last sounds you
will hear will be dozens of squat, surly men
simultaneously giving incomprehensible guide
speeches.
Wherever you travel, you will have to trade
some real money for some foreign money,
because most foreign countries do not deal in real
money. In England they use money the size of
bedsheets, which is why so many English people
wear bulky clothing. The most amusing foreign
money is in Italy; it is called the lira, and it is the
smallest unit of measurement ever conceived of
by the mind of man. Under the official rules of
international currency exchange, the number of
lire in a dollar equals the number of protons,
neutrons and electrons in the Washington
Monument. A newspaper in Italy costs 14 billion
lire. A car costs 156 trillion skillion lire. You cannot
buy anything more expensive than a car in Italy,
because nobody can figure out how much it
costs. This is why their economy is in trouble.
Besides money, the other big hassle is
language. As I noted earlier, foreigners have a lot
of trouble with language, so the best way to make
them understand you is to speak very loudly.
They appreciate this. Also, you can try some
foreign phrases on them, if you remember any
from high school. If you don't, here are two I
remember:
"Pierre est le frere de Robert."
"Vamos al cine."
I have used these phrases in several countries,
and the seem to work very well: People tend to
look at me with respect, They know a man of
culture when they hear one.
© 1981
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Paying taxes has never been a
popular passtime but it's
something that almost everyone
does, usually through payroll
withholding,
estimated
tax
payments or regular deposits in the
case of employment taxes.
There are, however, some
persons who do not pay their full
tax liability,· according to the
Internal Revenue Service. These
delinquent taxpayers usually hear
from the IRS through its collection
process .
If delinquent taxes are owed,
several methods of collection are
available to the IRS. For example,
an IRS agent may request financial
information to determine the best
method for payment.
Usually, if the taxpayer can repay
all the outstanding taxes at onceby selling property, borrowing or
using savings - this is done and the
debt paid immediately.
If the taxpayer cannot pay the
delinquent amount immediately, he
or she may qualify for installment
payments.
When a taxpayer can pay the tax
due immediately or under an installment agreement, but does not,
the IRS can enforce collection. One
method of enforced collection is a
levy.
A levy is a taking of property to
satisfy a tax debt. It can be against

salaries, wages, bank accounts, or
commissions.
Under the Internal Revenue
Code, a levy can be issued against a
taxpayer neglecting or refusing to
pay taxes owed within JO days after
the first notice has been given.
Usually more than one no:ice is sent
before a levy is issued.
In certain circumstances, only
one notice may be sent to business
taxpayers who fail to pay to the IRS
income and social security taxes
withheld from the wages of their
employees.
Income and social security tax
withheld from the wages of employees is not a tax on the employer. It is a fund held in trust by
the employer until it is paid over to
the government.

DANCEWEAR
and
EXERCISE WEAR
for everyone!

For more information explaining
the IRS collection process, taxpayers may read the free
Publication 586A, The Collection
Process (Income Tax Accounts),
It can be ordered by mail or by
calling the local IRS office.

The rights and duties of business
taxpayers in the collection process
are explained in Publication 594,
The
CollectiOn
Process
[Employment Tax Accounts]. This
publication is also free and call be
received by mail.
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Yes, male or female, you'll score more if you
can talk knowledgeably about the ancient
world.
Enroll today.
History 311 Ancient Near East
1-listory 313 Greece

Tue.-Thrs. 2:00-3:15
Tue.-Thrs. 11:00-12:15

Contact Prof. Berthold or
History Dept. for details
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See our complete line of jazz, ballet and
exercise-wear for men, women and children.
Visit SHOE CIRCUS and THE OTHER SIDE
at Winrocl< today!

A~tistr~
~ui~n j>tu d io
SPECIALIZING IN
TOTAL DEAUTY
SERVICES
SALON AND
RETAIL CENT[II.
FOA GUYS & GALS

cp

883-1724

ide I

3701 SAN IJAT~O NE SUITE 1

CRESi\t!tw SOUAAE

1 BLOCK NORTH 0~ COMANCHE

Wlnrock's North Mall
Open daily 'til 9 • Sat 'til 6 • Sunday, Noon to 5
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PERFECT TOUCH
HAIR DESIGN

-Minority:_._--------\

SHAmPOO & PRECISION CUT $7.
CALL US YOU'LL LIKE OUR PRICES
LATE APPOINTmENTS AVAILABLE

268-7070
Constitution

1627 So.n Pedro N.E.

Buying auto insura.nce is no fun
Getting lower rates might help

265-5695
CARLISLE AT GIBSON
1611 CARLISLE BLVD. SE
HOURS: MON-FRI
9:30-5:00
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-
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continued from page 1 5 p.m. weekdays and 9 a.m. to

engineering
students
locate
scholarships.
The program is located in room
345-C of the Farris Engineering
Center. Its phone number is 2775831.
Although women are a majority
in this country and at the university, they encounter many of the
same problems as ethnic minorities.
The Women's Center, located at
1824 Las Lomas N. E., realizes this
and is available to help women
survive in the academic community.
The center offers group, personal, career development and
academic counseling, among
others.
. Various workshops and colloquia
on women's issues, assertiveness
training, career development and
other subjects are occasionally
offered by the center.
Literature by and about women
and women's issues, Women
Studies class material and feminist
periodicals may be borrowed from
the center's library, which also has
a reference file on women's issues.
. ·The center can also be used a5 a
meeting place for women's groups.
The center is open from 8 a.m. to

MEOW

2nd HAND CLOTHES

for

WoMEN> MEN

NEW~USED

~ CHILD RE~

3104- CENTRAL) SE ro-s:3o
SATURDAY 9-12

MO~-FRI

continued from page 1

Foundation
grants
to
do
ethnological research in Africa.
Dr. Philip Bock, <~n anthropology professor, will do an
anthropological analysis
of
Shakespeare during his sabbatical
leave.
Dr. Pat Draper, an associate
professor; and Dr. Henry Harpending, a professor; are completing analyses of their years of
research with the Kung bushmen in
Africa.

••••••
Schlotzsky' s Sandwich Shop
2114 Central SE,justwestofYale
Across from LJNM phone 842-9597

A FREE drink (any size)
With the purchase of a sandwich.
Offer good Monday (8-24) through Wednesday (8-26)

•••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Welcome Back Students!
open 7 days a week
Other locations in Albuquerque:
Hoffmantown Shopping Center •.• 294-1641 ... Wyoming and Menaul
3244 San Mateo NE ... 883-0609 ... Laramie Squart, North of Candelaria
5901 Central NE •.. 255·1223 •.. Just west of San Pedro
Eldorado Square ... 299-1 824 .•. Juan Tabo and Montgomery
6130 4th NW .•. 345-6820 ..• Between Montano and Osuna

••
•• •••••••

Asian, European and Russian
St\ldies, a seminar examining international issues in several
disciplines is offered by the office,
A new class offered this semester is
Beginning Japanese.
Intern a tiona! Programs and
Services also directs the Intensive
English Institute each semester to
help foreign students gain command of English.
It also publishes occasional
papers and guides concerning
international studies, the latest one
being a directory of UNM faculty
and staff with international experience in various subjects
International Week, which
features multi-cultural displays,
performances and food, is made
possible with the help of International Programs and Services.
Annual summer sessions in
Guadalajara, Mexico and in Spain
of Portugal are also offered
through the office.
Students interested in any of the
services offered by the Office of
International Programs and Services can c<J,ll the office at 277-4032 .
The center is open from 8 to 12
noon and I to 5 p.m., weekdays,

Anthro,-----------

THE

CATS

noon on Saturdays. The center's
phone number is 277-3716,
The Office of International
Programs an\! Services, located at
1717 Roma N.E., helps UNM's
foreign students cope with life at
UNM,
The office gives foreign students
academic and personal counseling
and information on immigration
rules and regulations, housing and
English proficiency testing,
program Director Gerald Slavin
says.
Students and faculty can also
receive information from the office
on financial support for study,
researach and teaching abroad.
The office administrates the
Fulbright and Marshall programs
for the university along with
scholarships offered by agencies
such as the Latin American
Scholarship Program of American
Universities, the African-American
Institute and the Institute of
International Education.
A reference library on foreign
study and travel is located at the
office.
Along with offering classes
through various departments on

•••
•••
••
••
••

Dr. Linda Cordell, an associate the sites and recover archaeological
professor with the department, has materials, he said.
The Journal of Anthropological
a fellowship from the School of
American Research in Santa Fe to Research was recently awarded to
write a general work on South- UNM as an indication of the
western archaeology.
department's status in academic
Dr, Lewis Binford has published circles, Sabloff said.
a major book on ancient animal
"With the comparative approach
remains and Dr, Alfonso Ortiz has to anthropology that our deparedited a volume on the Southwest in tment teaches," he said, "we can
the Smithsonian Institute's im- offer people a better view of other
portant series on North American societies. as well as our own.
Indians.
"Anthropology has a great deal
Binford and Ortiz are both to offer in und~rstanding a host of
department professors.
contemporary problems ranging
"Maxwell Museum provides a from urban issues to aging,"
public face for our department," Sabloff said.
Sabloff said.
He said, "It is one of the finest
anthropology museums in the
country and it is attempting to
involve the public by getting visitor
input on the design and implementation of exhibits so people
can relate the work of anthropology
to their lives."
UNM's Office of Contract
Archaeology, under the direction of
Dr. Joseph Winter, conducts
surveys and excavations of mining
and other projects to help avoid
destruction of archaeological sites,
Sab!off said.
.-·
When sites must be destroyed,
Dr. Winter and his staff document

Geology and Meteoritics Museums Offer History
Pamela Livingston
People once thought the Earth
was flat. It seemed obvious, and
most people were satisfied.
Most people are content with the
obvious. They go about their daily
business and never ponder the
earth's secrets. Except for a few.
These few are scientists, and
they're usually willing to share what
they know about the Earth, how it
was made and what it is made of.
Some of this knowledge is readily
available to UNM students and the
public in the Geology Museum and
the Institute of Meteoritics
Museum, both on the first floor of
Northrop Hall; and the Physics and
Astronomy observatory on Yale
Boulevard north of Lomas.

•
:
•
:
•

Tutors Wanted

in all areas to work with student-athletes.
Mostly evening hours. Apply south complex
Rm. 138, Mon 9-12, Tue-Wed 2-5. Work
study preferred 277-6536

An astronomical observatory on
Capillo Peak in the Manzano
Mountains is open to small groups,
such as amateur astronomers, with
the approval of UNM's Physics and
Astronomy Department.
UNM's Geology Museum
displays rock and mineral samples
collected since the 1890's.
"The university started receiving

Briefs
Faculty Gourses
Offer Languages
. for University of New Mexico
faculty members unable to take
conventional language courses,
the Latin American Institute is
offering Spanish and Portuguese
instruction this fall.
Die k Gerdes, associate
director for academic programs,
said the classes are generally
small, allowing for more individual attention, and are
taught by qualified instructors.
The classes will meet two or
three times a week beginning
Sept. 8.
Interested {aculy members
should call the Latin American
Institute at 277-2961 for more
information.

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

•

:•

:
•
:
•

Some of the more visually
striking and valuable specimens
have been removed from the

display bec<~use of thievery, Kues
said.
Gold nuggets were stolen and
never replaced. An amber chunk
containing a fossilized insect was
stolen, Part of it was later retrieved.
"Someone cut it up to make a
pendant or some sort of jewelry,"
Kues said,
Nevertheless, the museum meets
its goals, Kues said.
"The museum serves several
functions,"
he said. "Many
groups, such as Cub Scouts, come
through the museum to get an
·

continuedonpage9
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Used Books 1n
Stock Now
Shop early and save 25°/o on the
largest selection of used textbooks
in town.
I just saved
30bucks
by shopping for
Used Books at SBS!

Used

New

$24.75
$12.75
$23.15
$19.50
$18.00

$32.00
$16.95
$30.79
$25.90
$23.9.5

$98.15

$129.59

"More than a Bookstore"
2916 Central S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106

Natural Fiber Clothing
for Women and Men
hand embroidered silk blouses •
seven styles of 100% colton !·shirts
• batik and cutwork embroidered
clothing irom lndonesoa •
select children's wear • hai' or.

2525 Jefferson NE
884-8012
Close to UNM

most standards is fairly small.
The geology department does not
have the money to expand ·the
museum, purchase more specimens
or hire a full-time curator, Kues
said,
Not all the museum's samples are
on display, Kues said. "If they
(specimens) are scientifically important, rare or unique, they are
kept in the research collection,
which is not open to the public,"

UDENT

English 101
Math120
Spanish 101
Sociology 101
Biology 110

•
•
'·················~···········:
The Finest
Body Building &
Fitness Center
for Men & Women

where some of the mineral samples
were mined.
Fo.ssil displays arranged in
chronological order .show the husks
of creatures that lived millions of
years ago. A mammoth tusk lies to
the side of the glass cases.
A photoluminescence exhibit
occupies the north end of the
crowded room. "It's very popular
with the kids," Kues said of the
exhibit which reveals beautiful,
eerie colors in rocks under black
light.
Despite the museum's many
samples, Kues says the museum by

The university also has the
Museum of Southwestern Biology,
not open to the public because its
specimens are
fragile and ·
irreplaceable. Biology students may
visit the museum under supervision.

:··························-··\
•
•
:•

samples just after it was founded,"
said museum curator Barry Kues.
The samples found their way to a
permanent home in 1954 when the
geology building (Northrop Hall)
was built.
The museum now has about 1500
fossil specimens and several
hundred mineral and rock
specimens, Kues said,
Those who go to the museum will
find glittering crystals and polished
stones in myriad colors.
Rocks arranged according to
their mineral content are displayed
and a New Mexico map shows

naments • enameled and art dec-:>
jewelry • Birkenstoch'

266-9946

Mon.-Sat.
10-6

Come in and see our vast selection of:
school supplies, stationery, calculators, art supplies,
greeting cords, engineering supplies, sportswear,
technical and reference works, study aids and textbooks
for all classes including Nursing, Medical Sciences and Law.

2122 Central SE

M-F 9-5:30 Sat 10-4

243-1777

Special Registration hours:
Mon-Wed 8:30am tb 7:30pm

·i

'

'
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THE TESTING DIVISION OF UNM
ANNOUNCES ITS REGULAR

contin14ed from page 7
introductton to geology. We don't
keep statistics on how many people
go through but there must l)e
thousands in a year.''
The museum serves a teaching
function for geology and biology
students who do laboratory
exercises in the museum, he said.
"Finally, the museum attracts
adults who are interested in natural
history, particularly the geological
portion," he said.
Next door to the Geology
Museum is the Institute of
Meteoritics Museum. Meteorites
are spotlighted in the darkened

STUDENT TESTING SERVICE
The Testing Division, as a special service, publishes this calendar
shovdng test dates and registration deadlines which may be of interest to UNM students. This calendar will be published at the
beginning of fall and spring semesters,
We suggest that you clip and save this calendar for future
reference.
TEST
Coil<'~t·

I .t•Hl
Exa111inalion
Pro~ram (CLEPJ

(;on 1Jlllllliea lion
Skills Test (CST)

Dentnl Admis.1iou
T(•!-!tin~ PrcJgrnm

(DATI

Dt•ill al A~l i1la uls
Ct•rlilication
Exam !nation

'Jl<:STDATE
Subj.-W<'d. Oct. 14& Gen. Th, Oct. 15, HJ81
Subj.-\v't•d. Nov. 18 & Ccn, Th. Nov. HJ, Jf)Sl
Subj.-Wt>d. jan. 13 & CPn. Th. Jan. 14, 1982
Subj.-W!'d. ,\1ar. 17 & Ct•n. Th. Mm·. 18, 19S2
Subj.-vV<'d, Apr. 14 & c;,.n. Th. Apr. 15, JfJ82
Suhj.-Wed. May 12 & Gt'IL Th. May 13, Ul82
Subj.-Wed. jullt•W & Ge11. Tb. June 17, 1882
Sept<•mber 11
September 18
September 24
Scptembt•r 25
October 2
Oetobur 8
October9
October J(j
Novembt•r 6
Nowmb<'r 12
N on•m bt•r 13
j)('('('Olbt•!' 4
J\pgbtt•r in l'rrson at
'lhting Dh·bicm,l\m, 2
llni\ersity Colle).(e.
Studt•nt must ha\'t' Photo 11)
to rt•gbtc r.

CLOSING DATE
f1>r lllo:GIS'lltATlON
Sept. 15, 1981
Oct. 20, Hl81
Dcoc. 15, 1981
Feb. 16, 1982
Mar. 16, 1982
Apr. 13, 1982
Ma)' 18, 1982
Registration opens
Sept. 1, and will
be continuous. As
soon us one date is
filled another is
opened.

Nm·, 14, HJ81
jan. 16. HJS2
Feb. 13, HJS2

Dit'tilinm

Oct. 24, lfJH 1

H(•.1.!istralion Exam

(NOTE: Applicants \\'lite to American Dicletie Assoe., Hugbtralion Olfice,
4:)0 North :0.1 ichi~an An•, Chicago 1L (;0(il 1)
Oct. 24. HJHI
Sept. 21, HJHJ
Jun. 23, l!Jii2
Dt>c. 2l, l!Jiil
~lar. 20, HJ82
Ft·b.15, 1982
jtuw23, J!J82(EwningT~,t-(lp.m.-11:00p.m.)
:O.lay 18,1!)82
C\OTE: Applicnlions must he in Echwalionul T<'slin).( S(•r\iN'' office by
l'i<"in).( date lbted ubon•)

Gradual<' Hct•ord
Exumi11al iCl rl'.
iCHEl

Robert Sanchez
The Posh Bagel has obtained the
only liquor waiver on Central
Avenue across from the University
of New Mexico for full alcoholunrestricted use, according to the
manager of the restaurant.
Ed Waksman, the manager of the
Posh Bagel, said the reataurant,
which is known for its bagels, deli
sandwiches and college-budget
foods, will soon become Posh

STAHTat8:30a.m. &
l: :JO p.lll. 60 seats
available for each
st·ssion. Student must
have Photo ID to
take lest.

Dt•ntal Hygit'll<'
J\plitudt• Tt•st

(;raduntt• :0.1:\JHI~t'mt•nt
Admi;,inn T<''t
(C:O.It\T!

Cafe Obtains Waiver·
'
Adds New Atmosphere

Tc~tinJ! sessions

Oct. 3, 1981
Sept. i, 1981
Apr.l7,lfJ82.
Mar.22,1982.
Oct. 9, HJ82
Sept. 13, 19S2
(;o-;OTE: Applications must bt• in the American Dental As~ociati<m office by
l'iosi n~ da tc)
Oct. 10. lfl8l
(:\OTg: For Appliealion write to Ct·rtifying Board of tlw AmNkan Dental
A~>oeiation, Suite 1136, 666 N. Lakt• Shore Dr., Chica).(o, IL 60611)
Oct. 23, 1981
D<·c:. 26, l!JI!I
Jan. 22, HJH2

S('pt. 17, 19~1
No,·. 6, 1fl81
Dec. :31. !fllil
Mat·. Hl, Hlll2
junt•l2,1982 (Aptiludt• T<'.lt Only)
May7. 1!!82
(NOTE: Applit'atim" mu;,t lw po,tmarked no later than dosing dale listed
Oct. 17, HJHJ
Dt'C. 12, l!)li]
Ft>IJ, (i. HJ82
Apr. 24, HJ82

Eddies.
Early morning find:; Michael Whalen r8Bding the morningpaper
beneath the bell on the mel/.

Women Poets Studied
A new course, Contemporary
Women Poets (English 211-001), is
being taught this fall. It will utilize
an anthology of minority women
poets and an anthology of translations of women poets from
around the world,
Sharon Barba, poet and lecturer
in the Enlish department, said she
hopes to attract students who
would take other women's
literature
courses but might
overlook a poetry class due to the
notion that poetry i.s mysterious or
difficult.
"Women's poetry in recent years
has been filled with the same sense
of energy and exploration that has
characterized our graphic arts or
our music," Barba said.

aiJOH')

Gradual<' SdHJnl

"As Muriel Rukesyer wrote in
Kathe Killwitz, 'What would

Conlat·t Testing DiYhio11 (271-5345 for appointment)

F()rPil!ll I.anj.!UHt,tt'

'1hltGlii'LTJ
lmlilutt•lnr
Ct·rtilivation nl
En~in<•t•rlng

room. The meteorites' polished
cross-sections r~ve~I their large
metallic content, one way in which
they differ from terrestrial rocks.
"Metal ore oxidizes from
terrestrial (Earth) rocks," Curator
Edward Scott, said. The meteorites
are protected under clear plastic
cases but even so mddation is
inevitable, Scott said, pointing to
crumbled meteorite bits on the
display case's black velvet.
Scientists believe that the heavy
metal meteorites are similar to the
Earth's metallic core, Scott said.
Meteorites give clues to the Earth's
formation, he said.

happen if one woman told the truth
about her life? The world would
split open.' The world hasn't split
open yet, of course, but l'm
waiting. And, being a poet, I
believe that our words - among
our other tools - can help make it
happen," she said.
Barba's work includes co-editing
with Laura Chester, Rising Tides:

20th Century American Women
Poets, and serving on the editorial
board of Best Friends, a women's
poetry magazine, from 1971-75.
She has recently finished guestediting with Joanna Cattonar a
special women poets issue of The

San Marcos Review.
The class will meet Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 1010:50.

There will also be eight beer kegs
on tap, he said.
"But if people are looking for a
bar to go to and get rowdy and
drunk, Posh Eddies is not the place
to go, We will not serve drunks. I
will not allow it. If it becomes like
that, I'll close it down," Waksman
said.
"Those are my ethics," he said.
He added the new place will still
carry the old menu but the new one
will be expanded.
He said Posh Eddies will serve
steak and lobster-type menus also
but will continue to serve "the
lower end of the menu."
"I remember what it was like to
live on a college budget," he said.
Other plans for the new Posh
Eddies include:
Happy Hour every day from 3
p.m. to 1 p.m., featuring tWo-forone drinks on every drink.
A Wishing Well, scheduled only
during Happy Hour. "If you're a
gambler, you'll love it," Waksman
said.
"After you order, you can ask
for the wishing welL You pull a slip
of paper from a hat and it will say
one-for-one, two-for·one, threefor-one, and so on. So you might
win or 1ose on the cost of drinks. I
don't think it is actually gambling," he added, "because we
don't make any money on it.
Private rooms will be available
for parties.
A Champagne Brunch is
scheduled for every Sunday from 8
a.m. to 2 p.m.
There will be a discount night
each week. But there will be no
ladies night, because, Waksman

The ownership is not going to
change but the atmosphere will. It
will become a restaurant and a club,
Waksman said.
"We will be a full service club,"
Waksman said. "It will be a place
to dance, to sit and drink or to
provide entertainment."
Live music is planned every night
featuring rock and roll three nights
a week, jazz two nights a week, one
night of country and western and
one night of comedy, including
both amateur and professional acts.
"We will try to use local talent,"
Waksman said, "but we are
looking for the best in entertainment."
Waksman said he was trying to
get Rodney Dangerfield to entertain.
The date for construction of the
new Posh Eddies is not scheduled
yet, Waksman said, mainly because
all details are not yet worked out.
The club will include a dancing
floor, two full bars and seating for
400, he said.
"It will be designed such that
there will be places in the bar where
you can sit and barely hear the
band," Waksman said. He said the said, "It is sexist."
design will be woody and green,
Live classical music is planned
continued on page .10
filled with plants.
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Psoriasis patients
needed for drug study.

The division of dermatology, UNM School of
Medicine is conducting a double-blind study
comparing two commercially available topical
corticosteroids.
Patients will receive free evaluation and two
wccks of treatment with t~pica 1 corticdosteri?ds.
Exc1usions: pregnant JCma 1 es an patJCnts
with lesions covering greater than 50% total
body area.

For infomwtion and appointment
call Gail at 277-4757.

~
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Analo).(i<•s
Test (MAT)
National 'l\•achcr
Exam (N'I'E)
Optmnetry Colll'ge
Admission TeBI

ARE YOU COMING UP SHORT
AT THE END OF THE MONTH?
There's one thmg lhaf!;. probably common 10 all college studems They
h<JVe towatc.h thett ftnances Here's news about some help you maybe oble 10

get.

.-

..,.·~

A~r

Force ROTC has four, three and two·year sc::holars.h•psth.!lt ptO'o'lde vou

~

stooa month and caller all tUition, books and lab lees As anAFROTC cadet.

...,.

you'll enter an exc111ng program of A1r Force: 1nstruc1•on that prepares you for
one of the r'nost gra11fying management jobs av111f11ble today
The Air Fotce haso~Jenlngsiorvoungmen andwomenmatormg 1n selected
sc1ence and engmeenng l1elds, U well as non•tachn!Cal de)lrecs C•vll.
E~ctnc~l & Mech~nrcal Engmeerln)l, Computer Sc1enee, Busmess Ad·
mrnlsttatJon, EconomiCS and other miltors are currentlv 1fl demand
Lo(loi( •nto the Art Force Program nghtaway, See what'S 1n 1t lot you. You·u
be gflld vou pur your metot to w~;~rk one JOb that· really counts

CONTACT;

Prof. of Aerospace Sc•ence
1901 las Lomas NE
University ·of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Telephone 277·4502

HOTC

Golewor roo greof woy of itle,

(NOTE: Applications ami inlormalion may bt• oblaitwd by wrilin).( to JCET,
2029 K Sln•cl, N ,\\' ., \Vash ingtnn, DC 20000)

l'ha rln uc•y Colle).(e
Admbsion Test
(!'CAT)
Te!it of En).(lish as
u Fof'(1 i.tti1 Latlgtt.agc

('l'OEFL)
V ('(l'l"i !HI rv
Aptitude• ·

Fc•b. 20, HJ82

Jan. lil, 1982
Apr. 17, Hl82
Mar, 15, lf)82
Oct.24, 1981
.
Sept. 21:i, 1981
(NOTg: Application muot he in the office of l'hc Psychol<>gical
Corporation b}· closin).( date listed abol'e)
Nm·. 7, HJ81
OcL 10, Hl81
Feb. 6, 19H2
]mi. iJ, 1982
May 8, HJS2 .
Apr. 10, HJ82
(NOTE: Application musl he in the office of The Psvchological
·
Corp()nttion by dosit1g datt•listed :tboi·<')
Nov. 21, HJ81
Oct. Jf), 1981
Jan. I I>, I!J82
Dw. 14, I iJ81
Mar. 13, HJS2
Feb. 8, W82
May 15, HJH2
Apr. 12, 191!2
Oct. 24 .. 10ill
Nm·. 21, HJS1

Oct. 5, 11J81
Oct. 26, HJSI

Jan. !J, IiJ82
~lar. (), HJS2

Dt>c. 14, I!Jsl
Fdl. 8, Hl82

V@UR TYPING NBBf>3

1981-82
Student Directory
Deletion of Names and Addresses
Any student wishing to have her/his name
deleted from the Student Directory needs to
stop by the Stodeht Activities Center located
on the first floor of the New Mexico Union
Building (SUB) before Friday, September 4,
1981and fill out the appropriate form.
The Student Directory will be pUblished and
available during the first week in October
and Will be on sale at the Student Information Center in the SUB and several other
""'"'-'places on campus for $1.
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The museum was founded in
1944 by Lincoln LaPaz, Scott said.
LaPaz was a scrapper who fought
other meteorite collectors for the
~ ASUNM needs volunteers to register voters. We will be conducting
best specimens.
LaPaz's aggression paid off, ~ a year·long voter registration drive.
Scott said. The Institute of
Meteoritics Museum is one of the
For information call277-5528
10 best in the world, he said.
Michael
Zielik,
associate
professor
of
physics
and
astronomy, is in charge of UNM's F_,..,.,...,.,...,.,.._,..._,.._..._.....
...............,.,.....................,.,...,.,...................................,.,........................o"......._,...,.,...,.,..../"......./",/"J"../"../".J"../'.AI"../"1
observatory on Yale N.E, as Well as
the Capillo Peak obervatory 72
miles from Albuquerque off of NM
South 14. He calls the latter the
"real" observatory.
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Money Granted to KUNM Artist;
National Women's Series Planned
Local media artist Marilyn total of $142.749 from the involved in radio and television for
Pittman has been awarded a Development Fund, which was the past five years.
In I 979 she received the New
to
encourage
the
$13,213 grant from National Public created
Radio in Washington, D.C., in the production of national and regional Mexico Arts Division Public Media
grant for $12,000 and spent the year
third round of awards administered pJlhlic radio programming.
by NPR's Satellite Program
She said the purpose of the researching, writing and producing
Development Fund.
program is to expose listeners to a six part series of radio programs
women
writers and their con- through KUNM.
The award was made possible in
To Pittman, New Mexico is rich
part by KUNM and will be used to tributions to 20th century American
with
interesting people whpse
produce "By a Woman Writ," a [i terature.
energy and talent is not being
six-part series on the works of six
Pittman's production will consist tapped. "I want to create New
American women playwrights and of six half hour shows focusing on Mexicp programs for New Mexico
poets. The grant will cover Gertrude Stein, Lillian Hellman,
people.
production, distribution, marketing Judy Grahn, Megan Terry, Maria
"By a Woman Writ" will be sent
and promotion for the program, Irene Fornes and Ntosake Sh;mge,
to
240 National Public Radio
which will employ local talent.
utilizing
QarratioiJs,
dramatic member
stations,
including
"This is the first grant of its kind excerpts, profiles of the women and KUNM,
through
satellite
in the area and will put us on the their works and in all but Stein's hook-up. Pittman said the public
case, brief interviews.
map,'' Pittman said.
can expect to hear the program
Pittman, a UNM graduate in after its completion date March I,
Pittman was one of 14 selected
from 250 applicants to receive a acting al)d directing, has been 1982.

pf
upcoming
A "Welcome Back Infor- formation
mational Session" will be held programs and changes at AfroThursday by the University of American studies, such as the
New Mexico Afro-American appointment of Dr. Cynthia
Hamilton as director of
Studies.
The session will be held in the academic services.
Student Union Building, room
The session will also be used
231-A at, 3 p.m.
to assess the needs of black
A reception will immediately students on campus and what
follow at the Afro-American students would like to see from
Center where students will have the center in the future.
an opportunity to speak in"It's a get-together," Juba
formally and share information
Clayton, director of Afrowith black faculty.
During the session students America[) student services, said.
will be informed of services at "We want to meet the students
Afro-American Studies and and head off crisis situations
those throughout the com- that have happened in the past
by students not knowing where
munity.
Students can receive in- ·to go tp meet their needs."

during lunchtime Monday through
Friday.
·
Breakfast will be served 24hours-a-day.
Brunch will be served Friday and

For the sixth time lobo men's shop

Sidewalk
Sale!
This Saturday, Aug. 29
lObO
.

Pants
Shirts

$7.50
$5.00
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Enroll Now for
UNM Student
HEALTH INSURANCE
Open Enrollment Period now for all students carrying
6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning August 24, 1981 on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 1·4 p,m_; or mail applications and payment to the local representative's office at
the address below. Visa and Mastercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania NE
Alb., NM 87110

Suite 300
884-6827

Enrollment Period Ends
September 14, 1981

Plus a large selection of leather coats, shoes, knit shirts, sport coats,
, turtle necks, sweaters, suits & swim suits

mens
shop

'

)

Waksman said the Posh Bagel have the same guarantee as the
Saturday at 2 a.m. after the bars
close, "so people can sober up here now employs about 28 people and Posh Bagel has now.
instead of out on the streets," will employ over 100 when the new
"That. is if you don't like what
facility opens.
Waksman said.
you have, you don't have to pay for
"There will also be ample
He adde~ that Posh Eddies will it," Waksman said.
parking,'' he added.
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Museum Aide Selected

Welcome Back Series Set
Black Faculty to Lecture

A new assistant director for the
University of New Mexico Art
Museum has been named.
Emily S. Kass succeeds Anne
McCauley, who assumed a position
in the art department at the
University of Texas at Austin.
As assistant director, Kass will be
responsible for preparing grants,
publicity, the priQting of museum
materials, working with the Friends
of Art and assisting with museum
exhibitiol)s.
Kass earned her bachelor's
degree in art history in 1973 from
Skidmore College in Saratoga
Springs, NY.
She earned a master's degree,
also in art history, in 1979 from the
University of Minnesota.

Before coming to UNM, she
worked for the Walder Art Center
in Minneapolis as an acting curator
of education progr!lms, as a
National Endowment for the Arts
intern and as ~ professional tour
guide,
She also helcl teaching positions
at the Minneapolis College of Art
and Pesign, the Walker Art Center
and the University of Minnesota,
The Friends of Art will sponsor a
reception for Kasson Sunday, Aug,
30, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the UNM
Art Museum.
The reception also coincides with
the annual exhibition of the UNM
art department faculty. The public
is invited and admission is free.

Chapman Gets No Security
During Normal Processing
NEW YORK (UPI) -There will
be no special security for the killer
of ex-Beatle John Lennon while he
undergoes
normal
prison
processing of six to eight weeks, a
state prison spokesman said
Tuesday.
"That blows my mind.'' said
Jonathan Marks, lawyer for Mark
David Chapman, 26. "People like
Chapman cannot be kept in the
general prison population."
Prison spokesman Louis Ganim
said felons at Ossining and the
Downstate Correctional Center at
Fishkill, where Chapman will be
transferred for processing, were
part of a "restricted" prison
population.
"They have limited out-of-cell
time," Ganin said. "They are not
part of the general population" He'll be going through the
regular classification program. The
emphasis will be on psychological

and psychiatric testing."
Chapman was taken by van
Tuesday morning from a special
isolation area at the city's Rikers
Island jail, where he was held under
heavy guard, to Ossining to begin
serving his 20 years-to-life sentence.
Ganim said he will remain at
Ossining for a "short period of
time" before transfer to Downstate
for processing.
Prisoners normally are routinely
assigned to a state prison after
processing and classification, but
Ganim said speculation about
Chapman's eventual destination
would be pointless until the
classification process is completed.
Chapman pleaded guilty in June
to Lennon's slaying, saying God
appeared to him in his prison cell
and ordered him to confess. He was
sentenced Monday to 20 years-tolife in prison for the killing of
Lennon.

MINORITY
NDERGRADUATE

Nostalgic Flight Finished
MANCHESTER, N.H. (UP!)
- Calvin Pitts kissed the ground
after he landed his single-engine
plane at the end of a grueling
round the world flight meantto
retrace a historic trip made 50
years ago,
The 1931 flight by Wiley Post
in the single-engine Winnie Mae
took a record eight days, I 5
hours, 51 minutes. It took Pitts
two months and one day.
Despite sophisticated
navigation equipment and
weathertracking satellites, and
despite Charles Lindbergh's
thermos bottle Pitts carried for
luck, the Spirit of WinQie Mae
fell . victim to bureaucracy,
reli'gious holidays, unfriendly
guards, Russian tenacity and
Mother Nature.
"There were delays you
couldn't have invented if you sat
down and planned it," Pi tis said
Monday after he eased out of his
Beechcra[t Bonanza at New
Hampshire's largest airport,
"I had no perception· that the

refueling. It was impossible for
the small aircraft to travel4,000
miles on one tank of gasoline.
The crew detoured south to
avoid the Soviet Union and
landed in Athens, where they
were met by armed guards, Pitts
said. Before granting takeoff
clearance, which took nearly a
day, Greek authorities locked up
the plane's propellers.
Pitts then landed in Egypt
during the Moslem "ld'' holiday
with nary a chance of getting
any fuel for two days.
At last, Pitts said, he departed
for India, where monsoons
forced nim to detour further
south toward Australia and
island hop his way across the
Pacific.
Pitts covered 10,000 miles
more than the 15,000 miles he
had expected.
Post was killed in a 1935 plane
crash. In addition to his
pioneering
flight,
Post
developed the firdl spacesuit.

BEOG Grants Available for UNM Students;
Funding Cutback Forces Stipend Reduction
Approximately $4 million will be
available to some 5000 students
through the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant program at the
University of New Mexico this year.
Fred Chreist, director of student
financial aid and career services,
said the financial aid office has
received about $2.1 million for the
1981-82 academic year and will
apply this spring for additional
funds from the U.S. Department of
Education,

Chreist said every BEOG award
has been cut by a minimum of $80
as a result of budget cuts at the
federal level.
"On the national level, $2.6
billion has heel) authorized for the
BEOG program, which is close. to
last year's allocation," he said.
The amount of funds received by
an institution is determined by the
number of eligible students applying and each applicant's
"student eligibility index," which is

based on their financial status and
the educational cost at the institution they attend,
UNM estimates this amount
based on the funds required the
previous fall semester and projected
needs forthe current year.
Chreist estimates that approximately 3000 students have
applied for funds this fall.
Applications for for the current
school year will continue to be
accepted until March 1.

announcing

The Best Place To Buy Photo Supplies

Sale!

Work With Faculty on Research Projects.
Good Salary, Tuition and Fees, Extras.

We seek minority juniors and seniors with at least 3.0 GPA who
are interested in teaching or research careers in biomedical,
behavioral, or health-related fields. Candidates should have
had at least calculus. Selected students will participate in
mathematically oriented projects In anthropology, biology, or
mathematics.
M.A.R.C. Program
Contact: Professor Richard Griego
114 Marrorr Hall
PH: 277-3641

air travel system could be as
complicated .and demanding as it
was," he said. "At times it tpok
us as long to get out of an
airport as it did to fly the next
leg."
Pitts, of Severna Park, Md.,
left from Grenier Field with
navigator Joseph Cunningham
of Tulsa, Okla., Jul)e 23 after
drinking a toast from the same
thermos carried by Lindbergh,
Post and other famous aviators.
Problems began almost
immediately, he said.
Cunningham developed chest
pains. Pitts pickeq up another
navigator in Newfoundland.
Over the Atlantic, a special
radio broke, forcing the first
change from Post's original
itinerary. Instead of England,
Pitts Hew to Germany where he
could get the equipment
repaired.
It took weeks to obtain
clearance to fly in Soviet airspace and the Russians refused
to allow Pitts to land for

Two Week Student Photo Sale!
August 24 through September 5

20°/o Off
25 sheet packs of B&W photo paper (all brands)
* All darkroom supplies
*

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954

Newsland

25°/o Off

has moved

* 100 sheet box of B&W photo paper (all brands)
* Color and B&W roll films (not sheet films)

(six doors west between Schlotzsky's and Game World)
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*Student work only.
All work Supervised hy
our Trained Instruch;rs.
"Brand Name Products Used.

256-1111
6405 Lomas Blvd. NE

paperback dicHooories
with student ID
wH:eSVpp!iesfOOI

Beginning Photo
Student Pre·packs

• Penthouse

iD

• PlaybOy
• 1000 sclerce fio«on
miss

I~-----------------------------,I
I
I

300Jo Off all

Plus:

• Many n10re out of
state newspapers

u

1'L--- Parking In Recr

!

$20 over cost or less!

•lA Times

!

(everything you need to get started)
List price $50.25 Sale price $34.95
only at

• We have the largest
selection of mogazlhes
in the UNM area

I

l

1

I

1------------------------------1
We look forward to
serving you at our new location

Newsland

Feminine Attire

2112 Central SE

Open seven days 9am-9pm

~IG Fl

of. t\~8
F?fJffif?BRBD ffi]1fDBf}

242-0694

2937 Monte Vista NE
rrv••arrnP UnlversiiJ!)
L·~·---'--··-

I

11101 Menaul NE
· • · · ·(FoothiiiS'ShoppingCenfer)

l'Mtogr,;:~phrcs

•

open 9am to 5:30pm Mon-Sat
2929 Monte Vista Blvd. N.E. Albuquetque, New Mexico 87106 (505) 265-3562
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Manpower Temporary Services Offers More Student Jobs
no bert Sanchez
Manpower Temporary Services,
an international employment
organization, announced it will try
to increase the number of students
registered as qualified workers ancl
extend its services to the UNM
campus.
Manpower provides businesses
requesting temporary help with
employees.
Manpower representatives said
they have talked to several UNM
departments informing them of the
new opportunities.

"So far we have gotten a pretly
response,"
said Susan
good
Hafenfeld, sales representative of
Manpower.
She said Manpower tests. applicants to insure that they are
qualified for the work they are
needed.
The employer pays Manpower a
flat fee, from which Manpower
pays the employee and collects its
payment for services. She said the
fee for UNM departments is less
than its regular fees.
Hafenfeld said that for employment requested on campus, the

organization will attempt to use a
qualified student before filling the
position with a qualified nonstudent.
Before a non-student is called the
campus department is informed of
the non-availability of a stltdent.
This allows the department to
retain the flexibility to use any
temporary employment service, she
said.
Dorothy
Chartier,
UNM
assistant director of financial aid
and career services, said although
the wages paid by Manpower are
above the wages paid by work-

study, she does not think there is a
comparison between work-study
and Manpower,
Work-study wages begin at the
minimum wage of $3.35 per hour
and depending on the type of job
and !eng th of stay, can increase to
$4.25, Chartier said.
She said the university pays 65
percent of work-study funds while
the department pays 35 percent.
She said if the department, in effect, had to pay 100 percent of the
funds, Manpower's presence on
campus would not compete with the
work-study program because of the

funding difference,
She said work-study provides
more of u long-term employment
while Manpower is short-term.
Some of the services provided by
Manpower for UNM include
receptionist, clerk, typist, transcriber, secretary, bookkeeper,
accounting aide, data entry
operator, work processor, labor
and marketing,
Departments interested in hiring
or students interested in registering
IIIith Manpower, should call Tom
Schroeder at 256-3526 or Lisa
Crump at 256-9801.

We're living off-campus.
Now, our PhoneCenter Stores are serving off-campus students at the University of
New Mexico. With phones and services sure to fit your lifestyle and your special
needs.
You can order new service or Custom Calling Services. Pick out all the modular
extension phones you need for a houseful of roommates. Choose stylish Trimline®
phones in a wide range of colors. And much more.
So talk over your phone needs with your roommates. Then, drop by and see us at
the PhoneCenter Store in your area.* You'll be surprised at what's in store for you!
· R<•gigtercd Trademark of AT&TCo.

@ Mountain BeH

Arts
Image And Consistency
Evident in MFA Show
nay Abeyta
Jim Cogswell at the UNI\1
Teaching Gallery
The following interview with
M.F.A. candidate and painter Jim
Cogswell took place on Tuesday,
August 25 at the UNM Teaching
Gallery where he is currently
showing a one-person exhibition of
his paintings &nd drawings.
Cogswell, who comes from a
literary background, was born and
lived for ten years in Japan where
his parents were Christian
missionaries, He took up painting
as an undergraduate at Southwestern University in Memphis
where he received his Bachelors of
Art.
Ray Abeyta- So why don't we
start by talking about the work on
the walls, just some general information as we work our way
around.
Jim Cogswell- Well I consider
myself a figure painter who uses a
lot of landscape motifs, I'm trying
to integrate ideas about figuration
with borderline abstraction and the
works that I feel are most successful
are the ones that do that.
The paintings act as metaphors
for states of mind. The painting
"Soft Mind, Stiff Brush," you
could consider as sort of a zen title
and it deals with the idea of letting
go of the dominance of rational
control, and letting the paint do
what it wants to. One of the things
that I tend to do is over-rationalize
and make the paintings a little too
literaL The brush in this painting is
pretty obvious and in a way it can

be considered as a sexual image,
and I think sexual metaphors are a
good way of saying things about
something other than sex.

R.A. Like what? The
•elationship of paint to surface?
J.C.- Well so much of what we
do is a combination of opposing
forces, The <!Ct of painting is an
integration of conscious perceptions and receptivene0s to the
unconscious.
When the rational
comes in it's a matter of stepping
back and saying, well how does this
look? What's the composition
doing? How does it affect the
intellect? And sexuality, I think
that sexuality stresses the dualities Painter Jim CQgswe/l's one person show of his paintings and drawings is currently showing at the
that can work harmoniously. This UNM Teaching Gallery,
has to do with a lot that's going on
in this body of work, but it was
mostly a response to an effort on
my part to move away from overrationalization. Soft mind, loosen it
up, stiff brush, let it speak for it
self.
Light is real important, it's
always been a real fascinating
metaphor for me. Light and color
are integrally tied into the act of
seeing. In a painter's sense the light
functions to make the paint and the
DMSO
sense of atmosphere palpable. The
two "Land Watch" paintings are
the most obvious examples of this;
side lighting and shadow are used to
modulate the forms, while the
landscape and figurative references
in these paintings infer and integrate a sense of their presense
without literally depicting them.
R.A.- How do the drawings fit
continued on page 14

GSA
Committee Applications
are now being accepted
in the GSA Offi~e,
SUB basement. 277-3803
10 am - 1 pm Mon-Thur.
GSA Committees:
Finance
Student Research AUocations
Word Processor Ull!
Special Ideas
Judiciary
Elections

.,.Pick-Me-UpS"

saaeJDUIIIS
locations
1744 Menaul NE Abq.
1900 Central SE Abq.
2807 San Mateo NEAbq.

6306 Central SW Abq.
6300 Central SE Abq.
1416 Cerrillos Rd. Santa Fe

Attention
Sophomores and Freshman
2 and 4 year scholarships
opportunities

Campus Committees:
Admissions and Registration
Athletic Council
Campus Planning
Child Care Co-op
Computer Ull!
Cultural
Curricular
International Affairs
Librarv
Arts a.{d Sciences Gruduate Committee
NM Unimi Board
Student J>ublications
Student Standards and Grievances
I\ a clio
ltescarch Policy
Speakers
Hunum Subjects
Semite Graduate

If you are interested in serving on
any of these committees submit
your application to the GSA.

Scholarship provides
• Full Tuition
• All Books
• All Fees
• $100/month
After graduation a Navy or Marine Corps Commission
Travel, Adventure and
Career Opportunities
with excellent pay and benefits
For detdils please stop by the Naval
Science Building on the UNM Campus
Freshmen and Sophomaes inquire
as soon as possible to determine eligibility

720Yale NE
277-3744 or 277-3745

*For a list of PhoneCenter Store locations, check the Customer Guide in the White Pages Directory.
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-Image-----.....--------continuqd from page 13 beauty of the former begins to fall
into this body of work? Are they apart.
sketches for the paintings, or at·e
The painting "Steal Me Thief" is
they works for their own sake?
based on an opera about this
J. C. Well both. These woman who harbors a beggar in her
Hemedios Naturales
drawings are studies for the house for awhile. Actually she just
NATUHAL IlEAL TH CARE
"Breathe in Me Archangel" wants to be screwed by this guy
paintings. The drawings are much because she's getting old and her
PRODUCTS
more abstract and structural possibilities aren't what they used
HENNA • \I SPONGES •
whereas the paintings stress the to be. There's an incredibly
TLGEH BALM • VITAMINS
content, and the abstract elements beautiful song in this opera, which
BATH SALTS • Hl<:HBALSMOKES •
have taken on a figurative quality the painting is named after, The
BOOKS • CLAY FACIALS
that the drawings didn't have.
song itself is very sexual in its
NATUHAL SOAPS • SHAMPOOS •
references but there's also a tie-in
AND TOOTIII'ASTES
The idea for these images W!ls on a religious level. I got to
derived from a cyclic notion, a cycle thinking about it and there's a lot
IIEHBAL TEAS AND BLENDS
in the sense of a group in a of Protestant hymns that use the
Ginseng • Be.:~ Pollen • Oils
narrative sequence. Starting in the term "take rne," and then again
upper left, and moving across the there's Saint Theresa of Avila imd
REASONABLE PRICES
composition of the four images the idea of receptivity to the spirit.
PLUS 10% OFF WITH THIS AD
until you arrive back at the upper So l got this image of a very abAND CURRENT UNM lD
right almost as if it were a section of stract form and I wanted it to have
c;ood until Sept. 15, HJSl
a large circle. Jt's an idea that I this deliberate sense of disapthink needs more development, and
I,'l'EHNATlVE COMMlil\ITY
pearance into an atmosphere. So
I think it's something that could following these concepts of con.
lOG Girard S.E. No. 101
work better individually rather than sciousness the logical extension for
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-7:00
sequentially. The idea was real dear me was the idea of being taken.
to me, it said a lot about inspiration, The sense of cyclic
lget carried away with this stuff.
motion in these images takes one
The group of drawings that deal
from the dark descending areas of with Greek literature are a series
::~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~;;~- lighter
the subconscious to the ascending that at times I feel are a bit ob,;;;
areas of the rational and the tuse.The drawing here, ''Homer's
conscious.
Horse," is based on the story of the
Trojan Horse. The idea of this
Again, the sexual metaphors
comes in, like in the "Descent of horse is another thing that's intrigued me for a long time. The idea
the Rose" images. Sexual not in the
of containment by a fake horse is a
sense of intercourse, but in the
kind of shell of fakery and illusion.
sense of identifying characteristics.
The abstract notion of the envelope
To me the rose is a symbol of a
[lcllt''·
pasted on the drawing, something
breath of life that exists outside of
that contains, and the horse has this
"''"i"" I
'wpt. 14thru Ort. 9
the re~Jm of the conscious. In the
feminine association. l mean
'J 00 · 11 :00 dm
image "Lull Among Waters" is a
ultimately it's all literary bullshit
'>t'-'lonll
~<'fll. 15 thru Ott. 13
response to that breath, the at1\·00 · 10:00 pm
but the this almost shrine-like
mosphere is thick and murky, it's a
image was very intriguing tome,
"'""Pmlll Sept.16thru0<t. cl4
land of the unconscious where
I :0() · 3:00pm
everything blends together. After
R.A.- An issue I'd like to bring
the initial response to this idea, and up, now that we've gone through
Classes include
something I think comes out of the work here, is one that concerns
Td<quetbalb • 8 regulotion wurt5 (1 gla>'>·walled.
creatiVe living, is this sense of self most grad students in the art
3 with wood·fr<lml'd vietcing windowo) ' Men's and women's
consciousness where the blending department, and that's the issue of
'>iedm room and whirlpool • Oak-carved lockers •
Plush Cmnon lowels • Juke Bar •
Video·T ape lnstruUion

THE
HERB STORE

~~~[1,[1

~~

consistency. You're going for your
M.F.A. here and your work has
changed stylistically a number of
times and it seems that the emphasis
is on consistency and a solid body
of work. that reflects this. How do
you feel about this and how does
your commit.tec react to your
approach?
J. C. - Welll've come up against ·
a lot of resistance but I think that as
a student you're exposed to a
massive amount of ideas; a human
being is a creature full of ideas and
you have to search them out. lf you
run into a dead end someplace you
have to be prepared to back up and
try another route. I mean 1 understand that too much jumping
round can create a sense of
superficiality, but I need to respond
to the many facets that make up my
sense of self, and the idea that an
individual consists of only one side
is very artificial. How or why
should a painter subdue all those
aspects that make him? I'm sort of
grateful for the tension that
resulted from our mutual insistence
and the pressure put on me to be
consistent, but I'm also grateful
that they didn't succeed.

What's fascinating for me is that
there are reasons for these changes
that I don't .know of and I love it.
['II be doing something and I'll toss
it out because it didn't work and
something from that image will
show up again two years later. I'll
look back over all the styles that
I've gone through and think, I'm
working with the same ideas and it
boggles my mind because consciously I'm not aware of it.
There's this mysterious center to
the individual but it's not one that
you can put your finger on and it's
that unidentifiable center that lends
your work. consistency, not the 'l'
that you identify as yourself.

4 weeks/ 2 hour classes /$40.00

Career Planning & Placement

registration Aug. 17 · Sept. 10

orientation & mini-workshops Mesa Vista 2131

Gran,...,

~
~71
. ·-er

2 instructors per class
class limit: 15 students

243-9590

-JGYacht&

,!<;!.Sporting Club

SING!

in the
UNM CONCERT CHOIR-UNM's finest choir. 'These 60 voices,
who perform a variety of music from Bach to Broadway, will
climax this yeor's efforts with a spring tour to Oklahoma City for
an appearance at the ACDA (American Choral Directors
Association) convention. Other activities include performances
dunng Hcmecoming, the Bach Festival in Santa Fe, and many
other programs.
.
Researsal schedule: Tuesday and Thursday 3:00-5:00 p.m.
or the
"NEW" UNIVERSITY CHORALE-this has been added for
those who want to continue singing but feel their musical
background and available time are not quite up to the
demands of the Concert Choir at this time. All types of music
w1ll be sung Including "pop;· spirituals. classical. etc; both indtvidual concerts and joint programs with other choral groups
are planned.
Rehearsal schedule: Tuesday and Thursday 3:00-5:00 p.m.
or the
UNIVERSITY CHORUS-a large festival chorus that meets
every Tuesday evening from 7:30-9:30 p.m. This chorus is
designed especially for people whO wish to sing but hove had
very little experience. Auditions ore not required for the UniverSity Chorus. The primary project for the fall semester is the
Christmas Festival in December. The Christmas portion of Han"
del's Messiah will be presented with the orchestra In Decem·
ber.
NON•MUSIC MAJORS ESPECIALLY WIELCOME-Salo training
is not necessary. Auditions are not difficult, and chorus can be
eas11v added to your schedule tor either 0 or 1 credit.
Graduate credit is also available.

Orientation to Career Planning and Placement
Every Friday at 10:00 a.m. & 2:00p.m ..

Career Planning: The Why,s and How's!
Monday, September 14 ..................... 9:00-10:00 a.m.
Thursday, October 1 ........................ 3:00-4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 28 ..................... 2:00-3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, November 17 .................... 1 0:00-11:00 a.m.

Sports.

MEN-WOMEN

Johnson's Knee, Q B Identity
Big Question for Lobo FB
Steve King
University of New Mexico
football coach Joe Morrison has
something this year that was
unknown to him in his first season:
Depth.
Looking forward to his second
year as the Lobo coach, Morrison
has depth at every offensive
position including the quarterback
spot, where senior Robin Gabriel
and junior David Osborn are
battling for the starting assignment.
Gabriel was thrust into the line-

up last year when Brad Wright went
The key to the Lobo success is
down with a shoulder injury going to be the running game.
midway through the season, He Sophomore Michael Johnson is
already has a reputation as a good back after a knee injury last year
passer and runs better now than a that is still hampering him. Trainer
year ago. His top performance last Tow Diehm says "Mike is making
year was against Texas-EI Paso, progress, but we don't know
when he hit Ricky Martin with a 66 whether he will be ready by the
yard scoring toss in the closing opener." If Johnson is11't ready,
seconds of the game.
Mike Carter and freshmen
Osborn is an excellent runner speedsters Rodney Coles and Carl
who has played sparingly in his Raven will contend for the tailback
years here. He has worked on his spot.
passing to become a candidate for
Senior Jim Brooks, last year's
the starting nod.
second leading rusher, is a solid
starter at fullback, backed up by
Carey Clark.

Soccer Club Try-outs This Afternoon

Tryouts for the UNM Soccer Club are tonight, starting at 5:30p.m. on
the south campus practice fields just southeast of the football stadium. The
men's soccer !earn will practice three times a week, and play both regional
and international games, opening the season September 21 against
Chihuahua. For more information, call Jim Todd, 268-0551.

Repairs on Pool Completed by Friday
The main Johnson Gym swimming pool will reopen following repairs on
Friday, Pool hours are7 a.m. to9p,m., withstudentsonlyuntil5:30p.m.
and guests permitted after 5:30p.m. The pool will be closed from 3:30 to
S:30 p.m. daily when the varsity swimmers begin formal workouts, and
will be completely closed for four weeks during the Christmas break for
major repairs.

Lacrosse Club Will Meet 7:30 Tonight

In the receiving department,
senior Carl Foster leads a very
talented and speedy group of pass
catchers. Keith Magee and Jerry
Apodaca return along with transfer
Robert Mitchell.
Tight e.nds Mark Biren and John
Lane have good hands and are good
blockers. They will be battling for a
starting nod.
"The offensive line will be very
inexperienced but will have good
depth," line coach Mike Bender
says. The Lobos return four lettermen on the line and only George
Morris and Mark Hillesheim saw
much action. Nathan Ham and
Don Elliot are the other two
returnees.

Potential lacrosse players are invited to join returning players at a team
Paul Zamprelli will be the center,
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in room 150 of Johnson Gym. The UNM with sophomores Jim Ceschin and
Lacrosse Club is open to all students, Practice will begin in two weeks, and 'Tim Yeager seeing plenty of action.
the intercollegiate season starts in October. Call Don Sattler, 277-4595, for Bender thinks Morris must play
well to boost the offensive line.
more information.

Join the Army Reserve
without interrupting
college.
When you join the Army Reserve under the Split Training
Option you can take your Basic Training and Advanced Individual Training during two consecutive summers. You get
full pay for your training, so it's like having a summer job.
Between your summers of training, you serve with your
local Army Reserve unit. It takes just 16 hours a month,
usually a weekend. You earn an income while you learn and
use a skill.
After your Advanced Individual Training you continue to
use your skill in your local unit during each monthly meeting
plus during two weeks of Annual Training. Of course, you'll
be paid for all your Reserve duty.
For college students, the Army Reserve is a good way to
earn extra income while you get practical on·the-job experience.

Call Army Reserve
GARY JONES

266·5345
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Jerry's Kids Need You!
You can donate any or all of donor fee at Yale
Blood Plasma to the Muscular Dystrophy Association to
aid them in their search for a cure.
All donations collected will be presented to the
MDA in the donor's name. All groups interested in raising money for M DA are welcome.
For more information call or come by Yale Blood
Plasma 122 yale SE 266-5729.

----------------------------Bring this coupon on your next visit
and Jerry's Kids will receive an extra
$1 .00 donation in your name.
One per donor Expires 9·7·81 coupon No.3

ER PASS
SALES

The Job Search: Selling When the Product is you!
Tuesday, September 15 ................... 1 0:00-11 :00 a.m.
Monday, September 28 ..........•.......... 9:00-10:00 a.m.
Thursday, October29 ....................... 3:00-4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, November 18 ................... 2:00-3:00 p.m.

The Resume: The Art of Condensing Your
Life History into Two Pages!
Wednesday, September 16 ................... 2:00-3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, September 29 ................... 1 0:00-11:00 a.m.
Monday, October 26 ....................... 9:00-10:00 a.m.
Thursday, November 19 ..................... 3:00-4:00 p.m.

The Interview: The Art of Putting it All Together!
Thursday, September 17 ..................... 3:00-4:30p.m.
Wednesday,September 30 ................... 2:00-3:30p.m.
Tuesday, October 27 ...................... 1 0:00-11 :30a.m.
Monday, November 16 ..................... 9:00-1 0:30a.m.

Bus passes will go on sale at the Sun-Tran booth in the
UNM SUB (main floor, north end) from 9AM to 4PM August
20, 21, 24, 25 and 26, 1981.

Semester Pass*

. .. . . . ...

$50.00

unlimited rides for
the whole semester

Commuter Pass

. .. . . . . . ..

$16.00

unlimited rides for
one calendar month

Punc h Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8.00

·available only to full-time students of an .accredited postHig~ Sch~ol educational institution in Albuquerque. A full-ttme student at UNM 1s reg1stered for
12 undergraduate hours or 6 graduate hours.

For information call:

766-7830

City of Albuquerque

Special Recruiting Event for Educators:

AUDITION AT YOUR CONVENIENCE-10:00 a.m.-roan: l:SO
p.rn ·4 30 p.m. in Raorn 1116, Fine Arts Center-Music Depart"
ment Also 7:00-9:00 p.h1. Monday. August 24; Tuesday,
August 25 and Wednesday, Augusl 26.

Thursday & Friday April 29 & 30, 1982 8:30-4:30 SUB Ballroom

Cal1277-430l or 277-4202 for further information,

Wednesday, March 27, 1982, 9:00-3:00 SUB Ballroom

Career Fair for Non-Technical Majors

I

The
Suspenders
with
the Clues
And
lnttoduclng

The
Hydraulics
Friday

Aug.28
9:00p.m.1:00 a.m.

Federal Career Information Day:
Wednesday, October 7, 9:00-3:00 SUB Ballroom

far 20 rides.

ptesents

FREE
to students
with valid ID
General Admission
S3.00
Dance to
Rock and Roll

at It's Best
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Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall, Room 131
llkltt•een Biology mu/Jottma/i.m• c11 Yale & lktlmulo)

1. Personals
ALl. H;NCERS TO arms!! Don't let th~ Art die.
Keep Ute advanced class open, Tucs·Thurs., 9:30 •
10:45, Register r10w!L
8/Z6
I'IZZI\ CITY SI'ECIAL. Buy tW9 slices of cheese
pina and gel. a lnr~c soft drink free with this ad. 127
Harvard S.Ei., b block sotrth of C'emral. Ad good
8126,8127 and 8128/B 1.
8/28
Jl'Lm FROM lfliNTINC;TON IIesch • I enjoyed
'uting with yon for pMI of the Chnrlie Daniels
Cunmt. Why not cull me~ Jack, 255-9152.
8126
ASliNM I'III~SIPt:NT MIKt: Austin needs a
'olumecr tmistant. Duties include personal aide an!l
prm liilison. )ournall5nl background hclpftll, 10
hour< per week. Caii277·S528.
9/1
IWIIEIIT I.YNCJ!,I'Uf.SIPENT Pro-Tem, netds
Senate Assistunts. Call 266-0987; 277·5528. Thank
yott.
8131
HHI'I TO TilE people \\'lto picked up a female
111a<k and gold killen Thursduy. l'leasccullineagain.
lmpmln111 that I tnlk 10 you abom her. Call Cathie
242·7228 11r 277-~6S6.
8/28
Wl.•:I.C:OMt: IIACK SI'"CIAI, • lluy 1981 issue of
Clln.;eptiorn South\\'cst, UNM '; (inc arts/literary
publt.:iiiHln, for S4, get 2 different back issues free'
(Jo!'d thn>Ugh Scrt. 4 11nl)· in Marron Hull, Room

lit.

9/4

l'1-'~:u BOOKS HAU"
ltl)s, 1mpmts, clothes,

rrice sheet music, magazine5,
fabric, accessories, folkweat
ra11m1s, 10 off all new books. The Bookcase, 109
Mesa S.£·. One blpck east or University Ave.
Tucl!lay.Satllrday,l0·6, 247·3102.
8128
LITICitAHrtU:;, NOS·HCTION, CIIILOREN'S
(moslly paperbacks), records. 10. off! "Uirdsong",
106 Girard S.E. Fret record drnwing!.
8/28
A('('l!RATE INFORMATION ABOUT con•
1raccption, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose.
294·0171.
tfn
CEI.'S PIZZA NO.2 spccial·tWostices ofpepper!lni
pitta,salad and medium soda, S2.U. El DoradQ
spec1al • slice of pepperoni pizza and medium soda,
S.96.
8/28
l!NM IIOOKSTORt: IS open !l>nite 'dl 7:00 p.m.
Shoplale&avoldthecrowd!.
8/25
OIORIIVTIIM, COMPLETE JNt'ORMATION.
Computerized chans. Po it yourself kit. Take charge
and full advantage of your Physical, Emotional
(lcnsiti,ily) and Intellectual energy cycles. Send S3.9S
with Dinhdate. P.S.I. Biorhythm Service, 490
t>IIMictoe Avenue, Bosque Farms, N.M. 87068 10/2
CONT,\(,'TS?? POI.ISHING17 SOLUTIONS??
CMcy Optical Company. 265·8846.
tfn
l'llt:GSANC¥ n:STING & COUNSELING. Phone
tfn
i47.9819.
I'ASSI'ORT ANJJ IIJt:NTU'ICATION photos. 3 for
SS.SO!! Lowest price< in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar
UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard ut•·d.
NE.
tfn

2. Lost & Found
m;I,PI TO TIU; people who picked up a female
black and gold killen Thursday. Please call me again.
Important that I talk to you about her. Call Cathie
242·1228 or 277·5656.
8f28
CLAIM ¥OUR I.OST pomssions at Campus Police
8:00 a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily
tfn
KAREN I.OWDER. VOUU SunTran pass has been
found. l'leasecaii217·S656, Marron Hall.
8/31

IIA VI\ YOU St:t:N my black ~illy-em Malo, slick·
haired, long, while socks, white crest.l..ost on UNM
campus. If found please call arookc Davis, 842.9250,
8/27

3. Services
EUROI'EAN AUTOMOBILES SERVICED by
experts. Rea;onuble rates. Call Foreign Affairs,
afternoons. 294·7702.
9/9
TVI't:WRin;ll REPAIR SERVICE at reasortable
ralcs. 242·2506.
9/9
t:X!•t;CTING MOTIIt:IIS: BABY care, house
cleaning your firs~ few days home. Karen's New
l'enny Services. Rcfncnccs. Call 255·3340 afler 6.
$6.50 hourly.
8/31
CIIILI>'S PLA ¥ I>A\'CAHE3412SanPedro N.E., 7
a.n\.•5:30 p.rn., 884·6476, opr:ns doors AugUst 24th.
Opc•Jings for 3·S year olds. Hom<:-llke environment,
nutritious snacks & lunches. Call for Information
884·3847.
8/27
IIAIIYSITTING AT HOME daily, hourly, breakfast,
snacks, lunch, fenced yard near unlversity25B·121S.
8128
I'R()Ft~<;SIONAI, "I'YI'ING IIY English MA/edilor,
Several years' c~perience typing dissertations, papers.
90 wrm. Editing available. (Minor corrections free!)
lllM Selectric 266·9~50.
9/4
VOLVO MECIIANIC llt:ASONAIII.E guaranteed
247-9083.
B/27
TYI'ING, Tl'l•t;s•:TTIN(l, EI>IUNG, illustration.
UNM standards! Ginger orC;uolyn. 262·1865. 9111
RtsUMES
PHOH:SSIONAL/CONFIIlENTIAL
265·9081.
9/4
GUITAR LF.SSONS.: AI.L styles. Marc's Guitar
tfn
Studio. 265·33 IS.

4. Housing
AI>OBE UNFURNISHED IBDRM, $190, utilities
included. 21lZ blks to UNM. 265·4282.
8126
CLOSE TO UNM KAFB, freeway, 2·bdrm, unfurnished apartment. Carpel,. drapes, stove,
refrigerator, W/0 book·ups. S240/mo., plus dcctric.
SISO security deposit. J'or appointment 10 see, call
on-site manager, 842·1196 or The Properly
Professionals Real Estate office, 881-6&06.
8/28
ONE BEJJROOM S215. Studio SIBS. Efficiency Sl55
rurnished, all ulililies paid. 1218 Copper N.E. 842·
6170.
9/2
GRADUATE STUD.:NT UNIVERSITY employee.
Share hair or three bedroom house with everything!
Quiet, secure neighbornood adjacent campus.
S200/mo. 277•2515.
8121
ARTIST'S LOFT. ADOBE with brick floors! Old
fown. $34$.00, call Paul 242·1304.
8128
CIIF.ERFUL STUDIO, FUJINJSIIW, secure, pool,
rrec utilities Sl80. 281,2169,
8128
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share large NE house
with fireplace, den, yard, etc. Furnished or un·
furnished $200. 292·277$, ask ror Randy,
~/28
HOUSE t'OR RENT 3 bedr!iolll, unfurnished,
utilities paid, $350 month, SJOO deposit. 222 Yale
S.E., 2 blocks from UNM. 831-0936.
B/21i
NO RENT 'Til, 911, Roomy, 1·2 BR located
Wyon1ing at Zuni. Rent S199-$249, Includes gas and
water. 821·7503 aftei 6 p.m,
8128
NEAR UNM ONE bedroom apts. Furnished, Sl70
plu1 electrleity, No pels or children. 1410 CentralS!l,
Manager apt, 14.
8/28

THREE Bli;I)ROOM,FULJ, basement, fireplace,
garage, etc, 2 blocks from UNM, Av~ilable September I, $675/mo. 822-0912, evenings.
8128
WANTED: HOliSEMATE TO share 3-bdrm. home
In NE Hsts• Costl $141/mo. plus Vl Utilities. Call
298.8034, 883·0 121.
8/28
MAIIRII!;I) COUPLE TWO·IIEI>ROOM apartm~nt,
no smoking, no Intoxicating liquor, furnished,
Utilities paid, $22S/mo.,243·6139or25S·5147; 8128
HOUSEMATETO SHARE 3 bedroom inN. Valley.
Ftreplacc, carpets, wood·bllrning·stove, backyard,
g~rden, pets O.K. $100 plus UJilities, deposit. Call
Paul or Eve 255-4078 between 4-5:30.
8128
TWO ONF~BEPROOM . AP,\RTMENTS open
September I, 1981, $145.00/mo., $100 damage deposit,
unfurnished, utilities paid excepJ elcCiricltY, cal1883·
3773 or 255·9492.
8/27
IIOUSE IN .PLACITAS, Solar greenhouse
renovated adobe fruit orchard, Unfurnished $450
lease. Lease/option Terrill & Co. 26S.Ol50,
8/27
GARDEN STYUl APARTMENT In N.E. H~ights.
Pleasa~t & quiet. Unfvrnlshed 1 B.R., garage
$170.00, Terrill & Co. 265-US)O.
8127
NICE SPACIOUS FURNISIJED JWo·oedroom;
washer hook·Up, $225, 299·8543,
8128
II~ BLOCK FROM UNM, nice, clean, AIC, 3BR
house to share. One room left, completely furnished,
U\ililies pai!l, $195/mo. $125 deposit, 265·3297, 8/28
IIEAUTIFUL RII>GECREST TWO.Sl'ORY. 3100
Sql>nre feCI, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, walled yard, 2-car
garnsc, oak floors, fireplace, $600/mo. Lease, 268·
9392 after five,
8/28
INI)IAN PJ.AZA APARTMENTS, 1901 ind.lan
Plaza Dr. N,J!, Qulct, clean, .adult comple~ just
mioutes from UNM campus, Furnished & un·
furnished efficiencies, lofts, I ~ 2 Ddrm. units. Close
to shopping, buses and 1-40. Priced from $200mo.
Cntl Liz Rich 268·9544.
9/4
.FOR RENT· 4 II LOCKS south of UNM. 2 bedroom
adobe house for renl to two students. Large yard,
quiet place for s!lldy, 5130/mo. for each stlldent. $80
refundable cleaning/damage deposit per student.
Water paid by owners. No pets. No watcrbeds.
llarbara, 831·2080.
8/26
APAIITMENTS U,N,M, AREA one and two
bedrooms studios singles welcome 884-5383.
8/28

hi

FOR RENT, EFFICIENCY apartment. SIBOfmomb.
all utilities paid. Air conditioned swimming pool.
laundry facilities. for more information contact
resident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 266-8392, 255·
62S6, or 898·7517,
tfn
Tilt: CITAOEL-SUPERII location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or cff'icieny, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
roorn. swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
comples, no pets. I 520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
UNFURNISHED TWO-BEDROOM APART·
MENT, super clean, privatc)'ard, St()VC, refrigerator,
washer hook·Up, redecoraled, off·strcr:t parking, pets
and children O.K. S21Sfmo. 608 Alcazar S.E., 299·
5318 after5:30 p.m.
8f31
ROOMMATE WANTED, CLEAN bedroom $70.
John242·7283.
8/31
NONSMOKING FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted
for lhrec·bcdroom apt. Private room and bath N.E.
Heights. fwo blocks from bus, Usc of complete
kitchen, pool. $110. Uiilitles included. 292·5436.
8/31
UNFURNISHED IIOUSE. FOUR bedrooms, two
baths. Near UNM SS50 per month. Call 265-1667 or
266·5208 after 5:00.
8/31

5. ForSale
IIOUSE FOR SALE bY owner northeast UNM
beautiful two b•droom exceptional condition
assumable loan or 13. refinance 3012 Delano PI N.E.
266·3264.
8128
TV IJ.W POHTAIII.E, works fine S40.00. Call David
at 842-0265.
8/31
Vt:SPA SCOOTER PllSX • $1400, New S:ZIOO, 600
miles, accessories, 100 MPG • 256•3664.
8128
IIONOA 100 NEW ENGINE, Chrome book rack
new paintjob. Call Pan 256·9184,
8/2S
WE IIOT J)JSTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frrtmes. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. S54.50 regular 565.00 Pay Less Opticians,
~007 Mcnaul N, E. •
tfn
J nr...unuuM HUMt., ramuy room wun ureputce··
and morel Special terms! Carlisle and Lomas area.
Bellamah Realty. Call Linda Hartter 821·5800. Eves.
265·1412.
8/28

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
--·---.times(s) beginning .· . ..
. .. . .
, under the heading (circle
one); 1. Personals;. 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

CI,ARINET YAMAHA YCl.·32 $150, e~cellem
condition $150, .881 "2267,
8/26
FOH SALE 1:2 x 64 MOlliLE home, 2 bdr • 2 ba,
washe•/dryer, dishwasher, Set up in park, $rass and
trees, 2 miles to campus. 242-0140.
8/28
1976 TOYOTA CEJ..CA GT, a/c, AM/FM, 5·specd,
$3,850. 299-6443.
8/28
WIH SUIT, WOM.EN'S medium, Whlie Stag.
Excellent condition. 247.9752.
911
,$3~0 WILL Bl)¥ you a classic 68 Chrysler Newport.
AM/8 track, air/heat. Good body, tires, and engino.
29%229
. 9/l
BI.OOlltJOUNI>S AKC·REG. I.IVER anct tan,
black and tan, nine weeks old, had shots, 344"4112,
8/28

1970 I.TI> LOADED S7SO NEG, 243·5784, 268·3341,
Frank
911
UNM AR!lA HOUSE for sale SE. Large 3 br. with
sep,arate studio/office space. Owner266-7387.
911
FURNITURE: COACH, LOVtsEAT, coffee plus
sl!le :abies, Very good condition. $100, 277.3812 or
884·3896.
8/27
1974 CHEVY P.U, Good condition, A.T., 350 Eng.
$1900.869.2625, .ask for Joe,
9/1
VW RAIIBIT 1976, 63,000 miles, new AC, AM radio.
Runs very well $2600, 277-3812 or 884·3896,
8/27
CENTURION BICYCLES AND repairs at special
prices. Harvard Bike House, 137 Harvard S.E., 255·
8BOB.
911

6. Employment
NATIVE AMERICAN NURSES, Nursing students,
or pre·m•rsing students wanted to fill out
questionnaires a~d be interviewed ror research for
doctoral dissertation on assertiveness training,
$3.35/hr., Mary Tenorio, 294·56t6, or between 3
p.rn.·ll p.m.247·9501, ask for Medical Floor. 8126
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
able to work Friday and Satutda:Y nights. Mull be 21
years old. Apply ln person, no phone calls, please,
Save\\'ay J.iquor Stores at 5704 Lomas Nil, SS16
Mcnaul Nil,
tfn
WANTED LIVE-IN STUOENT. Ncar University, 2
children, ages 8 and II, Flexible responsibilities.
Phone 265·687 t.
8/28
WOUK ¥OUR SCHt:UULE. Part-lime positions
open at Dairy Queen, Central at San Pedro. Apply in
person M·F, ll:OOa.m.
8/28
PERSON INTERESTEJJ TO teach children Man·
darine, Call265·6209 after S p.m.
8128
N.M, UNION CATERING Service. The catering
service on campus is looking for good people in·
!crested in occasional and part-time on·campus
employment. We offer flexible hours and meal
benefits. Apply at N.M. Union Foo!l Serv1ee Office,
Label application: catering.
8128
ATTENTION FILM BUFFS! The ASUNM Film
Committee needs several RELIABLE volunteers to
put up posters around the campus on a weekly basis.
Posters will be ready every Monday afternOiln and
shoUld be posted by Tuesday morning, llenefits~ Free
admission to SUB theatre films Wed, through Sat.
nights. lnterested1 Please call Marcy at 277-5608 to
leave ~our name and phone number,
$/28
SECRETARIAL HEI.P NEEDEJJ one morning a
week. Shorthand and typing a most. Walking
distance from campus. Evcnings242·3347,
8/28

MATURE GllAOUATE STUDENT as companion
for bright 12 year old boy who likes srPrts, math,
science, music, comics, One late afternoon and one
overnight weekly. Call eves. 7:30·10:30, 255-3644.
Will negotiate pay and hours,
B/28
RECREATION ;\IJJES/COORDINATORS part·
time immedit!te, 15"20 hours weekly, afternoons,
some evenings, Sports, crafts, other. Contact
Mountainside YMCA 292·2298.
8/28
WOHKSTUO¥: HANI>LE ACCURATE typing,
telephones and general office .Procedures I5 10 20
hours per week. Flexible work schedule in an excellent
working environment. Call Susan Mullins, Audit
PcpJ,, 277"5016 for appointment.
8/31
PEC NJlEJJS HI':LP. Studems intcrestcclln helring
promote con~erts should stop by and visit suite. 245,

wa

m

7. Travel
BUS TICKET ONE·WA Y L.A. before Sept. 2, $45,
Call299-0353,
8/31
GOING SOMEWHERE? AI)VEHTISE in the dally
lobo.
lfn

8. Miscellaneous
RECORD GIVEAWAY! Birdsong used
books/records, 106 Girard S.E., 268-7204.
Everything I0. off.
8/28
USEJ) KICKWJU;EL WAJIITEJJ. Call Carol Oarten
265-7741,8a.m .• 4p.m.
8/JI
Ht:l.l•! TO THE people Who picked up a female
black and gold kitten Thursday. Please t:all me again.
Important that I talk to you about her. Call Cathie
242.7228 or 277·5656.
8/28
WOMEN'S SOCCER EXPERIENCt:l> players
\\'anted. 242·8199, 255-2959.
8128
NEW MEXICO'S ONLY science fiction convention.
Authors, movies, panel;, dealers, morel Winrock
lnn, Aug. 28-30. More info: 898-3709 after 6. 8128
$25

9. Las Noticias
ANYTHING EXCITING IIAPPENING? Advertise
your meeting, gct·logclher or organiwtion in Las
Noticia• for .II per Word.
tfn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Pluto
6 Cabbage
dish
10- opera
14 Resin
15 ~ Hari
16 Farm unit
17 Prior's boss
18 Delighted
20 Fuel
21 Creating
22 One: lt.
23 Purport
25 Principal
27 Ranked
30Agnus ~
31 Tease
32 Alpine song
34 Cults
38"-well!"
40 Dynamo part
42 Venture
43 Scrams
45 West Indies
Island
47 German
name prefix
48 Dined
50 Worshipful
52 Churchmen
56 Anon
57 Pronoun

58 Sell
60 Pre-med
sub).
63 This klllled
Cleo
65 Bakery Item
66 Mora
67 Arrow polson
68 Music piece
69 Ms. Maxwell
70Spanlsh
painter
71 German city

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Friday's Puzzle Solved

DOWN

1 Pile
2 Roman list
3 Moot
4 Hammed it
up
5 Dog com•
mand . .
6 Applied liberally: 2 words
7 Slender
8 Garret
9 Cautioned .
10 -Sebastian
11 Take place
·12 Sports palace
13 Cycle

19 Girl's name
21 Engine
24 Negative
26 Equaled
27 - Zeppelin
28 Stream
29 Dissuade
33 Prettiest
35 Like a grotto
36 Radio tUbe
37 Dispatched
39 Chair_
41 Match
44 Emporium

r=--r.::~,_-__,.,.._

17< per word, $1.00 minimum charge

n< per word per day for five or more consecutive days

Marron Hall,
(Betweeil IHliiOI!,!fll1UI./ounwli.'llll elf l'ale & nr•clmtdt»J

'

46 Coterie
49 Chaos' son
51 Responds
52 Armed band
53 Revoke
54 Closes
55 Plant stalk
59 Flower
extract
61 Peru native
62 Number end-

Ing
64 Bantu tribes
65 Bishopric

